Regents nod yes to four years
By BERYL LEE
The Florida State Board of Re
gents has approved unanimously
addition of lower division classes
at the University of North Flor
ida, which means the university
could become a four-year under
graduate university by the fall of
1982.
At their Jan. 9 meeting in Tal
lahassee, the regents also ap
proved a plan to request a budget
increase from the Legislature, to
implement freshman and soph
omore classes. UNF would re
ceive $75,000 for the next scholas
tic year and over $600,000 for the
1982-83 year.
If the money is granted UNF
will begin offering freshman and
sohpomore classes in the fall of
1982.
Lower division status and bud
President Andrew Robinson addressed the fourth
get request plans were also ap
of six public forums regarding university structure proved for Florida International
in the old library commons on Dec. 15.
University and the University of

Students react differently
to four-year program
By JEAN SPEIGHTS
Student’s opinions vary greatly
on the issue of adding lower divi
sions to UNF. A random poll of
students conducted by the Spin
naker reveals students are con
cerned with the impact of young
er students on campus, whether
the lower divisions will adversely
affect the quality of education
and the need for an alternative
four-year institution in Jackson
ville.
Kevin Kiernan, a resident of
the Southside and student of Flor
ida Junior College, says the move
to add a lower division is not
needed.
“I don’t think they need to add
a lower division. Jacksonville has
a good community college now. I
just don’t see the logic of the
move not for most students any
way. And you know a lot will de
pend on the cost of courses.”
Kiernan is a pre-engineering stu
dent.
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Although Ricky Miracle, a
UNF senior majoring in secon
dary education, is a graduate of
Florida Junior College, he thinks
the move would be a wise one.
“I think it’s great both for the
city and for UNF. This university
will eventually become larger all
along the lind, maybe adding an
athletic program. It is just too
bad for FJC and Jacksonville
University.”
Deborah Green, a UNF junior
majoring in history and secon
dary education, is “for it.”
“I went to Gainesville for one
year and you know Gainesville
supports both the University of
Gainesville and Santa Fe Com
munity College. And other citites
suupport both junior colleges and
universities.
“I see no reason why Jackson
ville would have a problem. And
for some students, who would like
to go to a four-year institution in
their home town, Jacksonville
University is just too expensive.”
Dean Revels, an Arlington resi
dent and a post-baccalaureate
student, says, “form what I understan the area won’t be able to
support the program long. There
is a decreasing trend in the high
school population and the pro
gram is a duplication of courses
given by junior colleges. Most
students seeking a quality educa

tion would probably go to Florida
State or even the University of
Florida.
“It’s a good idea,” says Anna
DeFillippi, a UNF junior from
Orange Park.
“This area needs another op
tion availabe. There are a lot of
high school students who don’t
want to go to FJC and would like
to attend a university in Jackson
ville. We needed another option.
Deborah Brantner has attend
ed FJC and JU, and is now a sen
ior at UNF. She says she has
mixed emotions about the issue.
“I like the atmosphere here
with the older students, but I
think Jacksonille needs an alter
native to existing institutions. I
don’t think the younger students
will necessarily alter the campus
for worse.”
UNF senior Ralph Curtis My
ers had some questions to ask,
“Will an increase in student popu
lation affect the variety of
courses offered and will it in
crease the popularity of UNF?
Ed Bateh, a resident of the
Northside who is currently ma
joring in management says, “I
honestly don’t think they should
be here (freshmen and sophmores). UNF with all those
young people could become like
FJC, a madhouse.”

West Florida.
Students, faculty and members
of administration at UNF were
able to make their opinions
known when the regents conduct
ed the fourth of six public forums
on campus Dec. 15.
A regents’ task force on univer
sity structure studied the addition
of lower divisions and the feasi
bility of merging UNF with the
University of Florida.
That bill would have put the
merger into effect. But the task
force declared in its report
‘‘there is currently no compelling
need” to merge any of the state
universities within Florida.
It stated also it had found no
evidence that such a merger
would result in operating econo
mies or in improved quality of
education.
“The task force therefore rec
ommends against any mergers of
public institutions,” the report
concluded.
“The last session of the Legis
lature said there were too many
universities in Florida,” said Roy
McTarnaghan, the task force co
director who presented the re

port. “But the state is not overpopulated with universities and
they are spread geographically.
Mayor Jake Godbold arrived
while the meeting was in pro
gress, and spoke briefly.
Godbold, who supports fouryear status for UNF, said he had
talked to business executives all
over the country and found that
the lack of a four-year public in
stitution was keeping business
out of Jacksonville.
Godbold said he was disap
pointed at first when Gov. Gra
ham vetoed the controversial
Higher Education Bill, but he
now believes the expansion and
development of UNF can be ac
complished without the merger
proposed by that bill.
Several state representatives
attended, including Rep. Frank
Williams, Rep. Andy Johnson,
Rep. Steve Pajcic, Rep. George
Creedy, Rep. Arnette Girardeau
and Rep. Tommy Hazouri.
University of Florida President
Robert Marston was there, as
was UNF Interim President Dr.
Andrew Robinson.

The drinking fountain In front of Building Nine
became a “cold war” casualty last week when
freezing temperatures dipped to 13 degrees
causing warm- blooded Floridians to shiver.
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Coming up
Jan. 19
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. — Grants writing workshop for artists
and arts organizations sponsored by the Arts Assembly of
Jacksonville, Recital Hall of the Phillips Fine Arts Build
ing, Jacksonville University. This free workshop, which
will address the ins and outs of applying for grant monies
from the state, will be conducted by members of the staff
of the Fine Arts Council of Florida, Department of State,
Tallahassee.

Jan. 20
4 p.m. — Meeting of the Propeller Club, Building Eight,
Room 2309.
8 p.m. — Meeting of Eta Sigma Gamma, Allied Health
Organization, in Building Eleven, Room 1327. All students
are welcome. Refreshments will be served.

UNFAA setting goals
By SANDRA MELCHING
The governing council of the
University of North Florida
Alumni Association held a
brainstorming session Nov. 21 at
Sawgrass, Ponte Verda Beach.
The goals established by the nine
council members present were:
To reach more alumni. To be
come more public relation orient
*
ed.
To continue major fund rais
ing efforts.
Of 7,000 UNF alumni, approx

Jan. 21

Jan. 22

Jan. 26
12:30 p.m. — Brown-bag lunch meeting of Eta Sigma
Gamma, Allied Health Organization, Building Eleven,
Room 1327. All students are welcome.

Announcements
A one-man exhibition by Ken McMillan will be on view
in the Fine Arts Gallery (commons of the old library,
Building Two) through Feb. 6. Works include pottery and
sculpture.
JU Basketball tickets are now available for purchase by
university community members for half price for most
games. Those interested in purchasing the tickets go by
the SGA office in Building Nine, Room 1103, or call
646-2525 for more information.
Fencing Club meets Mondays and Thursdays from 7 to
10 p.m. in the Fieldhouse. Beginning fencing instruction is
offered on Thursday nights. Dues are $4 per quarter for
students or non-students. Equipment is available. For
more information, contact Don Thibault, Student Activi
ties director, at 646-2875.
The Propeller Club regrets to announce the resignation
of its president, William Ironside. Members thank him for
his time and efforts in the support of their club. The new
president is Karen Hummell, former vice president. The
new vice president is Richard E. Allish, Jr.
The club plans to tour the Sav-A-Stop warehouse facility
on Jan. 24. For more information, call 646-2860 or 744-3736
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
The Scholarship Bank is anxious to hear from students
who need additional financial aid or work opportunities to
stay in school or to pay for graduate school next year. It
maintains the only complete data bank of undergraduate
and graduate grants in the United States. Students wish
ing to use the service should send a stamped, self
addressed envelope to The Scholarship Bank, 10100 Santa
Monica #750, Los Angeles, CA, 90067, or call toll free (800)
327-9009, ext. 397.
The Arts Assembly announces the addition of the first
performing arts competition in the history of its River
City Arts Festival — jazz piano. The assembly will award
$500 in prize money to the top three finalists. In addition,
each finalist will receive $50 for having placed in the com
petition. An entry fee of $10 must accompnay the entrant’s
cassette and entry form by the deadline date of Feb. 15.
Twenty minutes performing time will be given to each fi
nalist in a concert setting on April 11. For a copy of the
guidelines and entry form, call the assembly at 358-3600.
For further information contact Pam Caven, assistant di
rector, at the Arts Assembly office.

Dr. Andrew Robinson, interim
president of UNF, requests that
the university become more visi
ble in the community. In answer
to this request, Alumni President
Mike Bono says that the associ
ation is hoping to produce a nar
rative film about UNF. This film
will reach take alumni as well as
new students and encourage the
growth of the Alunmi Association
and the University. This madefor-television fillm is still in the
planning stages.

Newell is new chancellor

12:30 p.m. — Presentation on Lebanon by Nancy Mahkoud and Anis F. Gabrail, members of the International
Students Association at Florida Junior College, South
Campus, in the main auditorium. The presentation in
cludes a showing of audiovisual material and an audience
question and answer period.
4 to 10 p.m. — Concert in the Boathouse featuring Mike
Williams and John Stanfield.
7 p.m. — Information meeting of the Drama Club,
Building Nine auditorium. The meeting is open to anyone,
student or non-student, who wishes to participate in act
ing, crew work, publicity or visits to other theaters. Con
tact Dr. James Thomas at the department of Fine Arts
(646-2960, -2572) for further information.

imately 80 per cent live and work
in Jacksonville. Of that percent
age, 400 are active in the UNF
Alumni Association. Those 400
alumni and related projects
brought $10,000 to the university
in one year. Monies raised in 1980
funded student scholarships,
commencement socials and
ROTC uniforms. All but 10 per
cent of the monies raised are al
located for the use of current
students—the future UNF alum
ni.

Courtesy of Florida Publishing Co

Dr. Barbara Newell

Dr. Barbara Newell was elect
ed chancellor of the State Univer
sity System by unanimous vote of
the Board of Regents on Dec. 12.
Her appointment is effective
March 1.
At the BOR’s most recent
meeting in Tallahassee Jan. 9, re
tiring Chairman Jack McGriff
called Newell “one of the nation’s
outstanding educators.”
The board reported in its news
letter that in accepting the ap
pointment as chancellor, Newell
said she was gratified by the ap
pointment and pleased by the
unanimous vote of the board.
“I am delighted to have the op

portunity to join the board and
the university presidents,” New
ell said, according to the newslet
ter. “Together as a team we can
bring forward a coherent, ration
al plan for quality higher educa
tion which, with the support of
the governor and legislature,
could make Florida one of the
truly outstanding states for qual
ity higher education in the na
tion.”
Newell served as president of
Wellesley College in Massachussetts for seven years prior to her
appointment to United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cul
tural Organization (UNESCO),

Arts Festival Contest
to give $13,500 in prizes
Aspiring artists at the Univer
sity of North Florida may find
the River City Arts Festival fi
nancially as well as aesthetically
rewarding.
There will be $13,500 in total
prize money in four different
categories: film/video, poetry,
the visual arts, and a street artist
market.
Deadlines are Feb. 7 for poet
ry, Feb. 14 for film/video, Feb. 2
for street artist market and Jan.
24 for the visual arts.
For entry forms and further in
formation, call or write the Arts
Assembly at 632 May St., Jack
sonville, 32204, 358-3600.
By Jan. 14 the festival had re
ceived few entries in the poetry

• Fifty-three gallons of diesel
fuel, some PVC pipe and a length
of rope were taken from the lake
construction site at the corner of
UNF Drive and St. Johns Bluff
between Dec. 19 and 22. The ma
terials were owned by G & T
Trucking Company and the esti
mated value was $210. Beck said
a water pump was also tampered
with. The thieves gained access
to the construction site by driving
through a UNF-owned gate with
a vehicle.
• Campus police arrested a
man on Jan. 6. A warrant for the
man’s arrest was outstanding. He
was also driving with a suspend
ed driver’s license.
• A pane of glass, valued by po
lice at from $300 to $500 was

division, so persons still wishing
to enter have excellent chances
of obtaining a prize.
Cash awards for film/video
will be: for 16mm, grand prize
$500, second prize $300, best of
category $200; for super 8mm,
grand prize $300, second prize
$200, best of category $100; and
for three-quarter inch videocas
sette, grand prize $200, second
prize $125, best of category $75.
In the category of street artist
market the following awards will
be granted: first prize, $500; sec
ond prize, $300; eight $100 merit
awards; and an additional $1000
will be given at the judges’ dis
cretion.
Awards for the poetry competi

tion are: adult category, $150
grand prize, $125 second prize and
$100 third prize; student cate
gory, $60 grand prize, $40 second
prize and $25 third prize.
In the visual arts competition
$6000 is available for cash
awards. Total dispersement is to
be awarded at the discretion of
the judge.
The Arts Festival will be held
April 10 and 11 in Hemming Plaza.
The festival is sponsored by
the Arts Assembly of Jackson
ville, the City of Jacksonville, lo
cal corporations and the Film
Arts Council of Florida, Depart
ment of State, with the assistance
of the National Endowment for
the Arts, a federal agency.
curred, Beck said.

Police Beat
By TERESA BURNEY

broken in room 1253 of Building
Four. Dr. Joan Bray, of the nat
ural sciences department, report
ed the damage but no one knows
how the window was broken.
• A vehicle’s carburetor
caught on fire Dec. 17 when a
campus policeman was trying to
help a student motorist start his
car. The fire was put out prompt
ly and no serious damage oc

• On Dec. 5 a Texas Instru
ment pocket calculator, valued at
$10, was reported stolen from the
Traffic Institute in Building Nine.
The institute says the calculator
was taken from a locked office.
• Yet another Texas Instru
ment calculator — this one val
ued at $316 — was taken from
William Caldwell’s office in the
Building Eight math department
on Dec. 15. The calculator be
longs to UNF.

• At UNF’s Downtown Campus
on the fifth floor of the Galleria
Building police say a UNF em
ployee reported the theft on Jan.
15 of $15 from her purse which
was in a desk drawer.
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Mayor Jackson to speak at Bethel Baptist
Atlanta Mayor Maynard Jackson, the first black mayor of a
major southern city, will be the
featured speaker Feb. 9 at 7:30
p.m. at Bethel Baptist Institution
al Church as part of the Universi
ty of North Florida’s observance
of Black History Month.
Jackson was inaugurated Jan.
7, 1974, as Atlanta’s first black
mayor. On Jan. 3,1978, he was re
turned to the office of mayor with
a landslide victory of 63.7 percent
of the vote.
Jackson was named by Time
magazine as one of the “200
young leaders of America.” Eb
ony magazine has named him one
of the “100 most influential black
Americans.”
Bethel Baptist Church, located
at 1058 Hogan St., was founded in
1838 and is one of the oldest black

Mayor Maynard Jackson

churches in Florida. It stands as
a monumental tribute to the
black history of Jacksonville as
well as that of the United States.
Jackson's visit is just one of
many events planned for the
month of February sponsored by
the UNF Black History Commit
tee and the UNF Black Student
Union.
Also scheduled for February
are:
• Dr. Bill Brown, a member of
UNF’s Fine Arts department, will
give a recital Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. in
the Building Nine auditorium.
• Works by renowned black
artist William Henderson will be
on display Feb. 9 through 27 in the
Fine Arts Gallery, second floor of
Building Two.
• Dr. Nell Painter, scholar and
professor at the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, will
speak on “Black Survival in the

80’s, Looking Backward” Feb. 18
in the Building Nine auditorium.
Painter is author of the works
"The Narrative of Hosea Hud
son: His Life as Negro Commu
nist in the South” and “Exodus
ters: Black Migration to Kansas
after Reconstruction.”

• Minority Student Day pro
gram, Feb. 25 on the UNF main
campus. This program is an in
troduction to student life at UNF
for minority community college
students.
University policies, campus
tours and a talk by Interim Pres
ident Dr. Andrew Robinson are
some of the events planned as a
culmination of Black History
Month. There will be a reception
afterwards in the library atrium.
All events are open at no
charge to UNF students, faculty,
staff and the general public

‘The Baby’ is no baby at all
By BILL MITCHELL
Brian Jefferson is called “the
baby” by his fellow workers on
the the University of North Flor
ida’s police force. He is the
youngest member of the unit that
oversees campus security.
Jefferson plans to make police
work his profession, which is fast
becoming a tradition for his family
“I’m following in my father’s
footsteps,” Jefferson said. “My
father is a detective on the Jack
sonville police force. He’s been
with them about 25 years.”
The 21-year-old patrolman said
he liked working with the UNF

police, a job he has while attend
ing criminal justice classes at
Florida Junior College at Jack
sonville. But he has plans for the
future.

“The UNF police force is hope
fully a stepping stone to bigger
and better things,” Jefferson
said. “But then again, I may stay
here for another 20 or 30 years.”
According to Jefferson, the
most exciting thing that hap
pened to him while on duty in
volved his first arrest.

It concerned stopping a motor
cyclist for a minor traffic viola
tion which turned into a major
offense.

The suspect had no driver’s li
cense and no tag on the motorcy
cle, Jefferson said. Then after a
routine search, drugs were found
on his person and he was wanted
by the city police for a prior of
fense.

“That guy was just looking to
go to jail,” Jefferson said.
Jefferson has been with the
UNF police for about 18 months.
And while he is happy to an
nounce that UNF is one of the
quieter campuses in the state, he
has noticed some disturbing
signs.
“We’re starting to see a lot of
poor drivers coming on campus,”

Carl Miller

Brian Jefferson
Jefferson said, “and we’re really
starting to crack down on them.

“We do a pretty good job here

at UNF. We can handle the big
jobs in crime; 1 just hope we nev
er have to,” Jefferson said as he
began his “graveyard” shift duty.

'The Physicists’makes insanityappear sane
By CAROL JACKSON
Usually it is nothing less than a
painful experience when the cur
tain rises on the premiere perfor
mance of a newly formed com
pany.
Fortunately for those who at
tended the first production of the
University of North Florida’s new
drama department, this was not
the case for them.
“The Physicists” a two-act
play written during the 1960’s by
Friedrich Durrenmatt, was pre
sented Dec. 4 through 7 in the
Building Nine auditorium as a
part of the theater program’s stu
dio series.
The script concerns the mod
ern world’s convolution of sanity
as personified by one physicist
named Mobius. Mobius makes a
tremendous discovery which
could be the salvation or instru
ment of destruction of human
kind.
He then weighs what political
powers usually do with such dis
coveries and decide to keep his
discovery secret. In order to hide
from the super powers Mobius
convinces everyone that he is be
ing visited by King Solomon and
he is promptly “registered” at

the Cherry Orchard sanitarium.
The sanitorium is directed by a
more than slightly neurotic, fe
male hunchback. Getting con
fused? The plot can and does
thicken. Two more physicists
(one thinks he is Sir Isaac New
ton and the other is convinced
that he is Albert Einstein) also
take up residence at the Orchard.
Meanwhile, the audience finds
out that these two are really super power operatives in
physicist’s clothing. Through a
murder (which is referred to by
Fraulein Doktor Mathilde von
Zahnd, director and psychiatrist
at the sanitorium, as an “acci
dent”) we meet a brusque police
inspector.

Mobius, the physicist who is
visited by Solomon, was por
trayed by David Dyal. Dyal is an
experienced actor who has
played a variety of roles ranging
from classical Greek drama to
light comedy.

Dyal showed the audience
flashes of brilliance such as in the
scene where he strangled Nurse
Monika Stettler, played by Joan
Argo. His face was a study in

pity, love, anguish, determination,
regret, strength and horror.
Argo gave more than a credi
ble interpretation of the role of
Nurse Stettler. Playing opposite
Dyal, Argo had to bring to her
role a certain believability which
had to be underplayed, without
losing any strength to the strong
performance of Dyal.

It is the understanding of this
reviewer that this play was one
of Argo’s firsts. It is to be hoped
she will continue to develop the
talent which she displayed in
“The Physicists.”

Lanny Smith doubled in brass
as he brought the house down as
the overly zealous missionary
husband of Frau Rose and Bloch
er, the police photographer.
Smith could probably get laughs
even with his back to the audi
ence.
The police inspector’s charac
ter was given a delightful twist
by Kenneth Loos. Loos somehow
combined the brusque harshness
of George C. Scott with the
comedic timing of Charlie Chap
lin to bring off a deliciously en
joyable role.

Patricia Gorman exhibited a
wide range of acting ability as
she transformed the Fraulein
Doktor of Act I into Act II’s
screaming militant determined to
rule the world.

Frau Lina Rose, played by Ju
lie Shrewsbury, doubled the audi
ence over with laughter during
her on-stage “crying jag” as the
contrite, guilt-ridden ex-wife of
Mobius.
Newton, alias Agent Herbert
George Beutler, was given a
slightly offbeat characterization
by Harold Swain. Swain, no stran
ger to footlights, created a com
plex person who elicited both
sympathetic and unsympathetic
responses from the audience.
Einstein, or Ernst Heinrich Ernesti, was sensitively played by
Stephen Jordan. During the final
speech of Einstein, Jordan dis
played the rare ability to com
pletely captivate an audience
without using any device other
than his presence on the stage
and soft, subtly delivered dia
logue.
Others in the cast included
Laura Shrewsbury, matron and
lady’s world wrestling champion,

Jim Henderson, the overly con
scientious police doctor, Bobby
Logan and Kenneth Loos, the shy
sons of Mobius, as well as Terry
Brooks, Robert Stockton and
George Spelvin as attendants at
the sanitarium. Every one of
these parts was played with tech
nical skill and depth not usually
found in amateur productions.

A few words must be said
about Dr. James Thomas, the di
rector. Thomas took a few people
interested in drama, most with
out formal theater training, and
molded them into a polished com
pany in a very short period of
time.

SGA

House Meeting
Wednesday, Jan. 28
4 p.m. in the
(
Auditorium.
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EdiTORIAl

Bare bone policy stinks
Doing something about the state of education in this country
seems to be on the mind of everyone these days.
In Washington, the incoming administration wants to cut all ex
cess programs to the bone, no matter whose skin is attached. The
skin most likely to get detached from the budgetary bone is educa
tion’s.
Should the Social Security provision providing children of the dis
abled or deceased with funds to attend college be chopped from the
program in an effort to contain a budget so far out of control that
only an act of God could balance it? And should student loans be
denied on the ground that there is no money available to lend? And
why not limit the enrollment in all of Florida’s state universities be
cause there is just not enough money to go around?
The three items listed above are just a few educational bones of
contention in the political arena. If a strong effort is not made on
the behalf of all students by either the students themselves or those
who make a living directly or indirectly by the educational process,
this country will see a whole segment of society alienated and frus
trated.
It is absolute insanity to kill a healthy plant before it bears fruit.
That is what both state and federal administrations will be doing
if adequate money to fund education is withdrawn. The young and
talented of this society will be malnourished, if not killed, intellec
tually. Surely we as a nation will suffer the consequences.

Dreaded duck story and author nearing the end of era with feathers
By JEAN SPEIGHTS
This is the last of the dreaded
duck stories. I have been associ
ated one way or the other with
the Spinnaker since my jarring
arrival on campus nearly two
long years ago.
Every quarter it falls my lot to
do the “dreaded duck story.”
I have followed the ducks
through thick and thin. When I
first started following the ducks I
wieghted 110 pounds and there
was no Boathouse.

It had burned to the ground the
quarter before my arrival on
campus.(They cannot blame that
one on me!) Now there is a new
solar-heated Boathouse that is
hot in the summer and cold in the
winter, and I weigh 200 pounds,
most of it put on while on assign
ment covering the ducks.
I usually stopped in at the
Boathouse and sampled the pizza
and brew. (Not that I indulge in
alcholic beverage drinking, you
understand, but I don’t want to
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tarnish the stereotyped image the
public holds of hard-drinking and
loose reporters.)
But I digress! If you are still
with me, I went in search of the
beloved ducks today.
Now folks, it is so cold outside
today a side of buffalo would
freeze hanging on the outside of
Building On . So I figured any

sensible duck would be hiding
somewhere counting its feathers.
But no, not our beloved feath
ered floaters. Two brave survi
vors of a once proud flock were
swimming energetically across
the pond in front of the infamous
Boathouse in search of a handout.
Well, duckies, if you are Demo
cratic ducks you might have a

long wait. On the other hand if
you are Republican ducks you
should be able to pay your own
way.
So I bid a not too sad farewell
to the “dreaded duck” story se
ries. I leave you with this thought
— ducks don’t have to pay to at
tend the university.

Gonzo to Bonzo political shift feared
By RUTHAVEN
The current swing of the politi
cal pendulum towards the right in
this country has seriously com
promised human freedom and
personal choice.
I call for an alliance of all
those who believe in equal rights
for women and minorities, in a
person’s private life being strictly
his or her own affir, and in peo
ple’s being allowed to decide for
themselves what books they will
read, etc.
Regardless of what party, if

any, with which one is affiliated,
we need to form a single unit in
order to combat this menace.
If you are not registered to
vote, do so immediately. The
most effective means to this end
is to vote only for Democratic
candidates. Regardless of the of
fice, one should vote party lines.
With but one exception, the
moral majority was totally suc
cessful with their last hit list;
now they are preparing a new list
for proscription.
If the moral majority endorses

a candidate, vote for his or her
opponent. In Jacksonville, if the
First Baptist Church supports a
candidate, vote for his or her op
ponent.
This may seem a bit drastic,
but the situation will soon be des
perate. Unless the idea of having
all one’s moral and ethical
choices made by someone else
appeals to you, you had best be
prepared to use all legal means
to oppose this backlash. Even
now it may be too late.

Letters to the editor
Editor
I would like to extend my appre
ciation to the University of North
Florida's Literature/Com
munications Department, namely
Professor William Roach, for the
enthusiasm and efforts given to
the placement of students in the
Journalism Communications In
ternship Program.
Being a transfer student to
UNF’s Literature/Communications Department and
qualifying for the internship pro
gram, coupled with also being
new to Jacksonville area, I have
been continually impressed by
the cooperation and positive re
sponse that exists between the
UNF’s staff, the students and the

Jacksonville business communi
ty
Through the lines of communi
cation between Professor Roach
and the various businesses in
Jacksonville that have taken part
in these internship cooperates, I
was placed in a public relations
internship with the Jacksonville
School Board. Professor Roach
took his time and encouraging at
titude to set the groundwork for
various interviews with local
agencies.
At each interview the employ
ers were receptive and informed
to such a work/study relation
ship. Not only is a student benefit
ed from an internship situation,
but so is the employer and the fu

ture rapport is strengthened be
tween the local university and
prospective employers in our
business community.
It is refreshing to know there
are still professors and business
people supporting the institution
of education through interests
other than their own achieve
ment. I again thank Professor
Roach for his time and consider
ation in aiding my education and
encouraging pursuit of my ca
reer.
I urge all students who need
and want practical work exper
ience to take advantage and in
vestigate the availabilities of
fered through the programs at
the University of North Florida.
Susan Ferguson
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Double Nickles speed limit leaves America short- changed
By STEVE MORGAN
As a note of introduction, this
column is replacing “Conserva
tive Corner” by my best friend
Burton Masters, who is serving
our country in the army as an of
ficer. “Conservative Comer,” by
its very title, denotes a particular
ideology.
While I lean to the right politi
cally, I feel that often complex is
sues cannot always be solved by
narrow political stands, hence no
political label.
This column will seek to dis
seminate ideas and views not be
ing given time by our mass me
dia, and give you my own philos
ophy on the way we should look
at life and all its problems — re
alistically.
In the wake of the Arab Oil
Embargo, our benevolent govern
ment had to give the semblance
of doing something about the en
ergy problem. So the nationwide
55 mph speed limit was bom.
Prior to 1974, states had the
right to post speed limits on high
ways. Most states had a 65-mph
speed limit. Florida had a 70-mph
limit on its interstates. In some
parts of Nevada one could legally
drive 90.
We are all aware of the ar-

guements for the 55-mph speed
limit. The United States govern
ment and mass media have seen
to that. And since 90 percent of
Americans rely on TV and radio
for their news, I will reach 10 per
cent of you and explode these
popular myths.
Myth #1: 55 Saves Lives. De
spite what our government says,
the main reason highway deaths
went down after the speed limit’s
reduction was reduced driving on
the part of the motorist.
Less drivers, less accidents —
simple. Consider that on inter
states most accidents are alcohol
related or cases of people falling
asleep at the wheel. Speed had no
factor in these deaths.
Half of all accidents occur at
intersections, and interstates
have no intersections.
In Germany, studies have
shown that their autobahns,
which have no speed limits, are
five times safer than their secon
dary highways and city streets
which have set speed limits.
It should be remembered that
America’s superhighways, built
under Eisenhower’s foresight,
were designed for extreme high
speeds. The clover-leaf exits, lev
el wide roads and slow gradual

curves attest to that. In fact, our
interstate system is safer than
the German autobahns.
Myth #2: 55 Saves Energy.
Tests have shown most autos are
most efficient at 45 mph, so why
not a 45-mph speed limit?
Most driving in the United
States is not done on interstates,
so the amount of energy saved is
negligible at best. Remember
again that cars use only 40 per
cent of energy consumed in this
country.
Myth #3: 55 is Supported by
the Public. The United States
government has tried to convince
us that we the public approve of
the 55 mph speed limit. Action
speaks louder than words.
The government’s own statis
tics show that in 85 percent of the
50 states, 50 percent or more of
the drivers break the law by
speeding.
Obviously the 55 mph speed
limit is not popular. Anyone driv
ing 55 on 1-95 and watching all the
cars pass him will attest to that
fact.
Now here is what I’m saying.
Essentially the present speed
limit is a joke. It is not obeyed
and has not saved lives or fuel as
it was supposed to. Slower speed

means longer trips.
Also, the federal government
has usurped power from the
states by dictating the nationwide
speed limit and threatening to cut
off highway funds from the states
if it is not enforced.
I as an individual feel I should
be able to decide what speed I
will be able to drive on the high
way, not the federal government.
The Republican platform of
1980 states the desire of the new
administration is to return the de
cision as to the speed limit to the
states. That way you and I can
decide, not some undemocratic
bureaucracy.
If the government really want
ed to save lives, it would try to
educate Americans how to drive,
by stricter licensing standards
and periodic physical competen
cy tests when a person renews
his or her license.
Remember the 78-year-old
man who killed three teenagers
because he couldn’t see, a few
months back? His Florida license
wasn’t approved, so he renewed
his Ohio license for 10 years by
mail.
Also, consider the main reason
for increasing deaths on the high
ways for the last few years —

small cars. Yet our government
encourages the use of small cars
when it knows they aren’t as safe
in a collision.
Imagine what would happen if,
while driving to the unemploy
ment office in your (you asked
for it) Toyota, you had a head-on
collision with a ‘66 Chevy Impala.
Who would be safer?
If the government really want
ed to save energy it would ease
automotive emission standards
which waste anywhere from 10 to
20 percent of a car’s gas mileage.
Also, unleaded gas takes more
energy to make than regular,
wasting even more energy. Most
pollution is caused by industrial
plants, not automobiles.
In conclusion, write your con
gressman and state legislators.
Tell them your view, that as a ra
tional intelligent person you are
capable of making your own deci
sion as to what speed to drive on
our superhighways.
I am only asking to abolish 55
on our interstates, not city
streets.
In the meantime, as you speed
home on those lonely nights from
class, keep your eyes open for the
troopers, or better yet, buy a ra
dar detector. Happy motoring!

It’s better to smell the flowers than to speed says commuter
By LAURA JO LAST
Nothing is sacred anymore.

modification). So, I said, “Ok, I’ll
quit eating. I’ll lose the twenty.”

First off, they tell me that
smoking is merely a slow version
of suicide roasting me from the
inside out. Being in full posses
sion of a will to live I dropped the
habit.

Well, I didn’t lose ALL 20
pounds so I dropped the sweet
ened tea and switched to diet
cola. Then they told me some
creep little rat in a laboratory
died to prove that artificial
sweetener can be carcinogenic.

And gained twenty pounds.
Then they said obesity is bad for
you and began to describe the lit
tle globules clinging to my organs
(an effective form of behavior

I got down to basics; water all
the way.

I’ll be the first to admit I’m a
sucker for such theories. And

when they said a 55-mph speed
limit would reduce oil consump
tion and save lives too, I jumped
on the bandwagon.

It was not easy at first.
Stretching an every-day-twice-aday drive from 45 minutes to an
hour and a half takes more than
determination, it takes stress re
duction therapy. But I hung in
there and survived. (As well as a
good many other people if you
know what I mean.)
One thing offered by the slower

speed limit is the beauty of relax
ing. In this hustle and bustle
world it’s kind of nice that some
one has given us the chance to
slow down and enjoy the scenery.
(Of course we can always choose
to slow down and sulk, but what
fun is that?)

While I hear a voice saying
that the more air drag exerted on
a vehicle the more fuel that vehi
cle bums, that is beside the point.

Some of us are committed to

the point of risking the lable of
revolutionary. We not only like
the 55 mph but have even been
known to travel the back roads
and snub the super highways.
Now, after all that, someone
has the nerve to say it was all a
joke and the joke is on me. No,
not this time.

Propaganda or not, I hope 55 is
here for good. Happy driving.
Don’t forget to stop and smell the
flowers on the way.

UNF police department deserves support of students
By SHIRLEY RICE
The students at UNF should be
proud of their police department.
It is a department unto itself —
with complete police department
capabilities, working in conjunc
tion with the Jacksonville Sher
iff’s Office and the Florida High
way Patrol.
The UNF Police Department

has the authority to make arrests
and conduct investigations, as
well as perform other police ac
tivities.
Investigator John Anderson is
available on campus for those
students requiring his assistance,
as well as the other 17 members
of the UNF Police Department.
These types of activities need

not, and should not, be tolerated
on our campus. It is only with
support and input from the stu
dent body and faculty that these
activities can be terminated.
From Jan. 1 to Sept. 1, 1980,
thefts on campus amounted to
$4,309. Twelve percent of this has
been recovered by the Police De
partment. Also during that peri

od, three police officers were as
saulted.
Unfortunately, support for our
police department from the stu
dents and faculty of UNF has
been lackadaisical at best.
This situation can be remedied
and should be — immediately.
The police are there not only for
protection but also to assist.

UNF remembers hostages by hanging ‘named ribbons ’
Yellow satin ribbons have been
tied around five selected oak
trees on campus as reminders of
the hostage debacle.

These ribbons are to call the
university community to a re
celebration of hope regarding the
hostages in Iran.

Although we have been con
cerned about them for 14 months,
very few of us could name more
than one or two — if any — so the
name of each person has been
typed on the ribbons to personal
ize each individual’s pain and di
lemma.
We hope that God will meet all

needs as we provide concern on a
human level.
Even though the news of nego
tiations changes daily, their re
lease will necessitate many
months of rehabilitation for each
individual and family.

Their continued confinement,

on the other hand, will call for re
newed awareness of their plight.
Free people must always care
about those who are not free.
This project is the result of an
idea presented by several mem
bers of the administration, facul
ty, staff, and students.
— Bill Stroup
Campus minister

The UNF police department is
open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Those who utilize facilities
on campus can feel safe knowing
the department is open and avail
able for their protection.
The police department at UNF
has the interest and protection of
the staff and students as their
goals.
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Mysterious sorcerer deliverslaw of ‘new eon
By CHARLES RIDDLES
Frater LVX, as he insists on
being called, appears to be an in
telligent and prosperous man. He
is also a sorcerer.
LVX is a member of an occult
order which he will refer to only
by the initials. (Two capital A’s
followed by three pyramidshaped dots.) He says it is the in
ner of the three orders that make
up the “Great Whit Brother
hood,” but refuses to elaborate on
what the other two may be.
Our interview took place in an
unobtrusive, average-looking
house on the outskirts of Jackson
ville.
The house is a “temple" of the
order and LVX would only per
mit me access to the library, a
large room filled with works on
occultism, both modern and an
cient, and books of literature and
scientific volumes.
His movements are quick and
vital, almost to the point of being
jerky. His eyes are strangely

bright, and always appear to be
unfocused, looking parallel into
infinity.
“What is the purpose of becom
ing a member of the order?” I
asked LVX.
“To establish the knowledge
and conversation of the Holy
Guardian Angel and to establish
the law of Thelema.”
“What is the Holy Guradian
Angel?”
“To fully understand that, you
must aspire to the grace of Adeptus Major in our exalted order,”
said LVX.
“Try and explain it so I can understad partially, then.”
LVX turned his curious eyes
toward my own for a few seconds
as if looking into my head — or
trying to intimidate me.
Then he looked away and told
me to remove a cop of Herman
Heses’s “Demian” from a shelf
mearby, and had me open it to a
certain page.
On the page was an underlined

1981 Winter
Intramurals

sentence: “It’s good to realize
that within us there is someone
who knows everything, wills
everthing, does everthing better
than we ourselves.”
After I had read the passage, I
looked up at LVX, who hesitated
briefly, again staring into my
eyes, and then spoke again.
“The angel is the unconscious
— yet it is more than that.”
He got up and found a book
bound in red leather with an em
bossed gold seal consisting of a
seven pointed star (other designs
are arranged around the star)
and began to read.
“It is the black star that
shields itself in horror because it
cannot abide the touch of fear;
wears a mask of utter sorrow be
cause it wills to be known only by
those who can know true joy;
who was slandered, cursed,
feared and hated by the lords of
the slums of the dead eon under
the name of Devil.
“Yes, we are followers of the
fallen one. Verily, does not that
somber star point downward
through the abyss?”
“So what you’re saying is that
here, in the 1980’s, you belong to a
cult of devil-worshippers?” I
asked?
“No. I told you, you couldn’t
understand. I said the lords of the
dead eon used the word devil It is
only a name for the unknown, for
what we fear deep within us,”
said LVX.
“What do you mean by the
‘dead eon’?” I asked?
“The eon of Christianity, of Ju
daism, of Islam, of all the pater
nal, sacrificial religions. You see,

every 2,000 years or so, there oc
curs an equinox of the Gods,
which represents a step in man’s
evolution.
“The last equinox began with
Christ’s birth. But tha eon is now
dead. A new equinox occurred in
April, 1904 when the beast 666 de
livered the Book of the Law of
Thelema to mankind.”
“What if Thelema, and who or
what it the ‘beast 666’?”
“Thelema is the Greek word
for will. It is the new word of the
eon. The beast, whose number is
666, was the incarnation of a
magical force sent to bring about
the new eon.”
“The beast was a man, then?”
“It it useless to speculate on
that,” LVX replied.
“What is the Book of the
Law?”
“The book was delivered to 666
by audible voice from his Holy
Angel in Cairo, Egypt, 1904. It
gives the law of the new eon,
which is simply ‘Do what thou
wilt.’ Of course, this does not
mean one can run amuck and kill,
steal, or such like.”
“Rather it means each individ
ual is a star with his own true or
bit; he must find his true raison
d'etre and follow it to the utmost.
This means that in the new eon
society will no longer dictate indi
vidual freedom.
“Observe for yourself how the
reign of Thelema is approaching:
increased sexual freedom, the
rights ofwomen and minorities,
rights of privacy, reaction
against a centralizes state are all
taking place.”
“In fact, in the presidential

campaign, one of the candidates
had a party platform drawn up in
the exact accordance with the
law of Thelema.”
“Which candidate was that?”
“Clark.”
“How large is the organiza
tion?” I asked.
“I can’t or rather I won’t, give
you numbers. But it is an interna
tional group. We have lodges all
over the United States and
abroad. The outer head of the or
der, actually, lives in Rio de Ja
neiro.”
“Where does the inner head
live?”
“The secret heads of the order
are not human.”
“What are they then?”
“It is useles to pursue that.”
“How is the order supported?”
“Members contribute five
precent of their income, however
large or small that may be.”
“Tell me again, whay would
anybody want to become a mem
ber of the order?”
“To achieve a balanced psy
che, to attain wisdom, and above
all, to overthrow the slave gods
and establish the law of
Thelema.”
“Could you tell me anything
else?”
“Perhaps one thing. There will
be a global war within the next
three years, the result of which
will be the final establishment of
Thelema.”
With that happy thought, the in
terview with Frater LVX was
concluded.

Winter Intramurals

Events Include
Basketball: 3-Man & one-on-one
Racquetball
Tennis Doubles
Pin Ball
Backgammon

Ballooning is fun, but first they have to be assembled and then filled with
hot air. All the hard work is worth the effort according to Rob Schantz!

Ballooning is airy subject!
Entry deadline: Jan. 27
Sign up at
Student Activities Office
Bldg. 10

By LAURA JO LAST
As far as Rob Schantz is con
cerned, his career is up in the air.
Literally.
Schantz is a commercial pilot
who flies hot air balloons for a
living. He is a partner of Sky signs
Unlimited, a firm which offers
advertising through balloons, and
he is looking for college students
to help him.
Each time a hot air balloon is
launched it takes about four
hours of gound work, Schantz
says.

Crew duties include preparing
the balloon for flight as well as
trailing its flight pattern from the
ground in a truck.
“I need people to help me crew
the balloons during the week,”
Schantz said. “I don’t have any
problem getting people on the
weekends. I figure college stu
dents might have free time duringthe week.”
For every four times a person
helps crew the balloon, Schantz
will take that person up in the
balloon for a ride which normally
costs anywhere from $75 to $125.

Many balloonists first get in
volved with the sport through
crewing, said John Kanis. He is
also a commercial pilot with
Skysigns.
“Back when Rob first started
flying for Skysigns [in Cincinnati,
Ohio] I would crew for him every
time he’d call,” Kanis said. “I
was faithful and I’d show up even
after partying all night. But I’m
fascinated by the sport.”
Any one interested in contact
ing Schantz should call 241-4760.
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Students see red tape before 'Greenbacks’
Undergraduate

Graduate

Full time.........................
3/4 time.......................

1/2

time.......................

10 quarter hrs
8-9 quarter hrs
5-7 quarter hrs

By ALAN GARTEN
Those that have served for the
“Amber waves of grain” should be
cautioned that they may see red tape
stopping them from receiving
“greenbacks” smoothly while going
to college.
Veterans attending the University
of North Florida and seeking finan
cial assistance via their “G.I. Bill”
generally have a waiting period of 45
days or longer from the time their pa
perwork arrives at the regional Vet
erans Bureau in St. Petersburg until
the arrival of their first check.
That slow bureaucratic process is
just one of the many obstacles await
ing the newly enrolled veteran stu
dent at UNF, according to Norman
Caudle, coordinator of the Office of
Veterans Affairs.
Caudle, a 10-year Navy veteran, is
aided by six part-time assistants in
monitoring 600 veteran students’
scholastic progress, their certifica

12 quarter hrs
9-11 quarter hrs
6-8 quarter hrs

O dependents

1 dependent

2 dependents

Additional dependent

$407
$305
$204

$464
$348
$232

$29
$22
$15

$342
$257
$171

tion and general assistance.
However, most irate callers and
visitors should know that Caudle and
his staff are hired by UNF to assist
veterans and possess no “magic
wand” that can cure any problems.
Veteran students making initial use
of their “G.I. Bill” can avoid prob
lems by submitting all required docu
ments necessary to establish their eli
gibility and status.
According to Caudle, the following
documents are required for financial
assistance:

• Application for benefits — VA
22-1990. This form requires data from
the veteran student concerning ser
vice dates, number of dependents, ad
dress and other information. This ba
sic document needs updating when
ever pertinent changes arise such as
divorce, marriage or births which
would affect eligibility or benefits.
• DD 214 — service separation

(discharge papers). A certified copy
must be submitted.
Certification must be made by an
official city or county clerk-recorder,
or any Veterans Administration offi
cial.
Notary Public certification is not,
repeat, not accepted.
• Copies of birth certificates for all
children declared as dependents (or
adoption papers).
• Copies of marriage licenses and
divorce decrees.
• Degree seeking status — UNF
has a form for this purpose and appli
cation must be made in order to re
ceive benefits. If the veteran student
is not in a degree seeking status then
no benefits will be paid. None. Zero.
Zilch.
• UNF Admission — Proper tran
scripts from previous schools must be
sent directly from the institution to
UNF. Generally, an Associate Arts

Women’s professional clubs
offering financial assistance
“They only rely on the assis
tance of the financial aid office to
verify enrollment and the num
ber of hours that the applicant is
registered for,” Tutson said.
The rest is handled by the or
ganization providing the funds,
she said.
Qualifications for receiving
this assistance and the specifica
tions are listed on the bulletin
board outside the financial aid of
fice.
Local women’s clubs in the
community also provide scholar
ships and assistance to women
who have a desire to complete
their education, Tutson said.

Criteria for receiving assis
tance vary in each organization.
Some specify age limits. Others
focus on the academic program.
In some instances the type of de
gree the applicant is seeking is
the main criterion.

CAREER CONSULTANT!

The lenders set up the criteria
for the funds and the university
abides by those decisions, Tutson
said.

Drought, Famine, Disease

in EAST AFRICA

“The best way to find out what
is available would be to look in
the telephone directory and begin
calling the different clubs around
town,” she said.

By ROSE AQUINO LYLES
Women who have financial
hurdles to jump in order to com
plete their education can beat the
obstacle course.
Professional organizations
around the country sponsor pro
jects each year that make contri
butions available for the purpose
of assisting women who are con
tinuing their education.
“It’s a competitive thing,” said
Carrie Tutson, director of finan
cial aid at the University of North
Florida. “However, it is neces
sary that interested applicants
apply directly to the organiza
tions themselves.”
The amount of money these or
ganizations have for such activi
ties is limited but it may be just
the extra amount needed to make
ends meet.

The different organizations call
the financial aid office to deter
mine if the applicant meets the
standards of their scholarships,
Tutson said.

Degree is acceptable, but out-of-state
degrees are scrutinized and accept
ance by UNF might be conditional.
• Veteran students must maintain
a “C” average and follow a pre
scribed program of study through an
academic advisor. The detailed pro
gram must be initiated prior to certi
fication by the OVA.
After submitting all of those docu
ments to the UNF OVA, Caudle and
his staff “certify” the veteran stu
dent via computer and forward the
proper papers to the regional office in
St. Petersburg. Forty-five days later,
a check should arrive in the mail at
the student’s home.
Should the check be for the wrong
amount, or after 45 days there is no
check at all, Caudle advises that the
student call St. Petersburg direct to a
Veteran’s Administration Benefits
Counselor.
The number to call in Jacksonville
is 356-1581.

MILLIONS
STARVING
and
SICK

Information about the sources
of available aid may be obtained.
by writing the chairperson for the
Govenor’s Commission on the
Status of Women. If the chairper
son’s address of the state is un
known, the letter should be ad
dressed to the Governor’s Office.
Additional information can be
obtained by visiting the Financial
Aid Office in Building One, Room
1224, or by setting up an appoint
ment with Carrie Tutson.

Send Your Help Now
ThroughCARE

THE

We Offer:
Resume Service

Interview Training
Self-Marketing Techniques
BY APPOINTMENT:
786-1054 after 6 PM

HERE /S MY HELP
NAME

__________________________________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________________________
CITY STATE____________________________________ ZIP______

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO

145 Madeira Avenue, Rm. 310
Coral Gables, FL 33134

EAST AFRICA APPEAL
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Science fiction
tops film series
By JIM HENDERSON

Science fiction is on the menu
for the first two weeks of the Stu
dent Government Associations
Winter film series.
Films are shown each Friday
at 8 p.m. Steve Dannemann, stu
dent events coordinator for SGA,
says he plans to show the films in
the Boathouse this quarter.
Dannemann says he also plans
to try sneak previews on the first
couple of films this quarter to see
how they’re received. The sneak
previews will run at 6 p.m. on
Thursdays.
Dannemann says he hopes the
Thursday showings will appeal to

students who might want to see
the films, and are already on
campus.
The first film, “Soylent
Green,” will be presented Jan. 22
and 23. “Soylent Green” is de
scribed as a chilling ecological
prophecy of what could happen in
a world over-populated with 15
billion people.
The second film, “The Stepford
Wives,” will run Jan. 29 and 30.
“The Stepford Wives” is a
strange tale of a group of men
who dominate their wives in a
most unusual way.
SGA films are open to the gen
eral public and a 50-cent per per
son donation is requested.

Single is ‘new’ wave
By DAUGHTRY TOWERS
MILLER

An Atlanta-based new wave
band, The Swimming Pool Q’s,
has released a single on an inde
pendent label, Chlorinated Re
cord. The A side is titled “The A
Bomb Woke Me Up” and it ver
ges on brillant with the threat of
nuclear proliferation hanging
over our heads. It is hard to
imagine anything more morbidly
cynical than “ . . A-Bomb Woke
Me Up the only thing alarming

was the noise . .
Both the music and vocal
phrasing of Anne Richmond Bos
ton underscore the lyrics. The
flipside, Rat Bait, is not as origi
nal but displays a sense of humor
all too often lacking in new wave
music.
It is unfortunate that the Swim
ming Pool Q’s are not on a major
label as this single is not avail
able in Jacksonville Anyone in
terested in obtaining it should get
in touch with me through the
Spinnaker.

a Music Forum & Eating Establishment

Proudly Presents
Nationally recognized musical
artists in a living room atmosphere.

San Marco
Jan. 20-24 Palmer Kaleel
Jan. 27-31 Projections (Progressive Jazz)
Mon. nights Florida Song Writers Association

Jan. 19-21 Mike Denny
Jan. 22-24 Gamble Rogers

Jan. 26

IN CONCERT
John Hartford

1102 San Marco Blvd. Jacksonville, Florida 32207 (904) 398-2111
1111 Cesery Blvd.
Jacksonville, Florida 32211 (904) 743-0058

Approximately 123 people braved the cold to attend the Star Trek Film
Festival in UNF’s Boathouse on Jan. 9. The festival featured five back-toback episodes of the popular television series. The Student Government
Association sponsored the series.

Blondie's experimental disc
follows 1980 "Chart Topper’
By DAUGHTRY TOWERS
MILLER
The group Blondie has been
quite successful, having had sev
eral hit singles, and the number
one song of 1980 was their record
ing of “Call Me.” It is therefore
not surprising that they now pos
sess enough self-confidence to re
cord an extremely experimental
album.

Autoamerican's opening song
is a soft instrumental which
sounds almost classical but ends
in a short verbalization that re
minds one of Patti Smith reciting
the Gettysburg Address.

The second song, “Live it Up,”
like the following two songs, is al
so soft It has a steady beat remi
niscent of disco and understated

BOOK ’N
TAPEWORM
Still open to serve you.
Serving the Arlington
Area for 13 Years

MOST
COMPLETE
HEAD SHOP
744-2955

1411 University Boulevard North

vocals containg the frightening
warning “... so easy to be used
up . . ”

The next song, “Here’s Look
ing at You,” is even more surpris
ing as it sounds like a love song
from the 20’s or 30’s.

It is followed by “The Tide is
High,” which has a reggae
calypso flavor to it. The last two
songs of the first side, “Angels on
the Balcony” and “Go Through
It,” are more in the style of Blon
die’s last couple of albums.
“Do the Dark," the first song
on the second side, begins with
music that evokes the orient,
gradually tranforming itself into
a more mundane rock sound.

The following song, “Rapture,”
is sung in a little-girl voice, giving
a quite eerie effect It fades into
a rap mix detailing the culinary
adventures of a man from Mars.
“Faces,” the next song, is al
most like soft jazz. The following
two, “T Birds” and “Walk Like
Me,” are typical of Blondie’s pre
vious albums. This album closes
with a beautiful version of “Fol
low Me.” This is the song with
which the nymph Nimue lures
Merlin away to an enchanted
cave in the musical “Camelot.”

Even though the group at
tempts several different styles
from Broadway to Curtis Blow, it
masters each one, and while
there is quite a difference in the
sound of the songs following each
other, they don’t jarr. The album
works and I recommend it highly.
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Midfield terminal challenges
patience of airline passengers

Dr. Huebner was presented the annual Distin
guished Faculty Member Award by UNF Foundation
Board President, Tom Coonley.

Science professor
given faculty award
Dr. Jay S. Huebner was the
second recipient of the Universi
ty of North Florida’s Distin
guished Faculty Award during
commencement ceremonies for
fall quarter graduates Dec. 13.
More than 280 UNF students
received bachelors and masters
degrees during the ceremony.
Huebner, a natural sciences
professor, was selected for the
award by his faculty peers. He
received a commemorative
plaque and a $1,000 cash prize.
Dr. Huebner was presented the
plaque by Tom Coonley, pres

ident of UNF Foundation, Inc.,
which sponsored the award.
The foundation honors a facul
ty member annually, based on
contributions in the areas of
teaching, research and service.
Dr. Huebner is presently on
sabbatical and is working in the
UNF science laboratory develop
ing methods of studying mem
branes. His research is sponsored
by three agencies, and he re
ceived a $100,000 grant from the
National Institute of Health.
Dr. Huebner will resume
teaching this fall.

By BERYL LEE
It is a private joke among resi
dents of the sunshine state that
Floridians have to change flights
in Atlanta before they can go to
heaven.
The Hartsfield International
Airport frequently is forced on
even the most unwilling Florida
traveler. Rare and singularly
blessed is the southerner that has
never passed its portals.
And, in order to cope with the
increasing passenger flow the
second busiest airport in the
world must handle, a brand new
terminal — Midfield — was born
in September (probably by cesar
ian).
Midfield is excruciatingly mod
ern; bright, long and clean. Four
parallel concourses collect airline
passengers and spill them down a
single corridor to an enormous
baggage claim station.
Airport officials cudgled their
brains over how to avoid having
thousands of confused, tearyeyed passengers roaming the
endless concourses in search of
their connections or baggage.
Some pedestrian soul suggest
ed color-coding, so red, purple,
blue and green walls blind the
passers-by. All they have to do is
remember, however painfully,
their color.
Further, the thoughtful offi
cials have done their best to
guarantee that no one arrives at
his or her destination with swol
len feet or cranky disposition.
Moving sidewalks and a minia
ture subway are available to lull
passengers to the site of their
suitcases, bunion-free and with
enough energy left to heft the
thing from the carousel.

Speaking of carousel, passen
gers crossing from one terminal
to the next are aurally accosted
by an infinitely patient disembod
ied female voice, strangely remi
niscent of the voice that eerily
beckoned those with flashing
palms into the carousel in
Logan’s Run.
The voice, wafting gently after
people as they glide down an acrophobic’s nightmare of an esca
lator, informs them of the three
avenues to the baggage claim:
moving sidewalk, subway or hoof
it.
Another voice, making up for
in pomposity what it lacks in eer
iness, stuffily advises passengers
aboard to hold on. This is good
advice and should be heeded.
The subway takes off with a
lurch and swooshes through the
dark tunnel at seemingly light
ning speed and screeches abrupt
ly to a halt at each concourse and
finally at the baggage claim.
No graffiti adorns the walls
yet, but the subway already has
its share of vagrants who lean
stoically against supporting poles

day. They do not pull out switch
blades and appear harmless.
The final kindness of the Mid
field planners has been to inflict
$450,000 worth of “art” on the
thousands who scurry through
those color-coded halls.
Large canvases with rainbows
of paint squirt-gunned onto their
surfaces attack the eyes of those
who unsuspectingly descend the
escalator.
Decorated tiles worthy of a
fifth-grade art class and some
thing that mostly resembles
painted beams of wood further
enhance the landscape.
Much more amusing than stud
ying the “art” is examining the
puzzled faces of people as they
gamely attempt to appreciate the
various visionary delights placed
in their way.
At its worst, the new Midfield
terminal is a 21st-century head
ache. At its best, it is a tourist at
traction in its own right. Most
amazing of all is that with all this
technology and crisp, shiny effi
ciency, Floridians’ luggage is still
likely to wind up in Wichita.

UNF BOATHOUSE
WINE SOON A VAILABLE
also Tacos and

Boathouse Hoagie
(Below 32°, Boathouse closed)
Serving Hours:

Monday — Thursday 11:30 - 9:30
Friday Closed
Beer, Pizza, Deli Sand,, Soft Pretzels & Chips
Deli Sand, made to order; Roast beef, Turkey, Ham, Hol
Pastrami, Corned beef.

ICE CREAM SHOPPE
11:30 - 8:30
Monday — Thursday
Closed on Friday

JACKSONVILLE’S
BEST ROCK

50A OCEAN BLVD. * ATLANTIC BEACH, FL. 32233
246-9034 or 246-0962
154 A1A ♦ PONTE VEDRA BEACH, FL. 32085
285-1359 or 285-3988
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Health Center blood drive a success
By VICKI HAND
Despite the weather, the blood
flowed nicely.
Each quarter the Jacksonville
Blood Bank sponsors a blood
drive at the University of North
Florida. This quarter’s drive was
Jan. 12. The blood drive is coordi
nated through the Student Health
Center on campus.
“We had a good turnout in
spite of the cold weather and ill
nesses,” said Kathy Greene, cen
ter director, in reference to last
Monday’s drive.
According to Greene, January
is a good month for a blood drive
because of the shortage of blood
due to the high accident rates
during the holiday season.
According to a pamphlet on
giving blood published by the
Jacksonville Blood Bank, people
often have many questions about

munity blood center would not be
faced with emergency worries.
• Can anyone give blood?
Not everyone, but most healthy
people between 17 and 66 can.
• Is all blood the same?
No. There are four main types
— 0, A, B and AB, either positive
or negative. O positive is the
most common, AB the rarest.
• Does the blood bank really
“bank” quantities of blood, keep
ing a supply for 6 months, a year
or longer?

Nurse Lori Kimbro draws a pint of blood from
Warren Rankin .
Miller
one is not missed. The body re
places the blood quickly.
• How often can a person give
blood?
You could every two months if
you wanted to, but if everybody
gave only twice a year, your com

giving blood. Some of them fol
low:
• How much blood is taken?
Just a pint.
• Isn’t a pint a lot to give?
Not really, because the aver
age person has 12 to 13 pints and

No. Whole blood can only be
kept for 21 days. That’s the big
problem . . . having enough do
nors on a regular basis to main
tain an adequate supply.
According to the Jacksonville
Blood Bank, blood is in short sup
ply at this time. There is not
enough blood in supply to do even
minor surgery. When the blood

supply is that low it can be criti
cal in the case of an emergency,
Greene said .
The university has a Family
Plan set up with the blood bank
so that when people donate blood
on campus it is put into an ac
count available to them or their
family members in case of an
emergency. This can save a lot of
money if blood is needed by a
family member.
The blood bank’s main office is
open daily for anyone interested
in setting up a Family Plan who
missed giving at school last Mon
day. The blood bank’s main office
is located at 536 W. 10th St. and is
open daily.

Greene said that she would
like to see a challenge among the
faulty, staff and students to see
who can turn out in the highest
numbers to donate.

Police officer training takes an innovative turn
By EILEEN M. KARAM

The criminal justice system is
a complex one and, according to
Stanley L. Swart, associate pro
fessor of criminal justice at the
University of North Florida, the
system is beginning to incorpo
rate many innovations.
In the area of policing, Swart
said the training has “become
much more applied and much
less bookish.” Law enforcement
agencies throughout the country
are relying more on “situational”
training, he said
For example, the police officer
is being taught to recognize the
signs of corruption. When local
businesses give away free mer
chandise to police or other public
officials, the police officer should
be alert to the possibility of the
merchant’s being a front for sto
len goods or drug trafficking.
Swart said police departments
are concentrating on decentral
ized management. District com

manders and beat commanders
are encouraged to work with
community groups and neighbor
hoods.
These division commanders
are involved in “conscious
decision-making in setting priori
ties” for controlling and prevent
ing crime in their divisions, he
said.
The prosecutor, said Swart, is
the “screening officer” of the le
gal system. He or she is the one
who determines which cases will
be tried The grand jury hears
the evidence of the prosecution
only and, on the basis of that evi
dence, may indicted the accused.
Plea bargaining plays a large
part in the administration of jus
tice, Swart said, and has resulted
in “mass production” of justice.
Suspended sentences are rapid
ly being replaced by probation,
which gives the convicted person
limited freedom of action under
the supervision of probation offi
cials.

If the intention of the judge in
meting out a sentence is “strict
punishment,” said Swart, then
probation is not pertinent. But if
the judge is more interested in
“preventive detention” then pro
bation is more acceptable.
In the case of “white collar”
crime, Swart said, probation,
even “unsupervised probation,”
is a good response.
If doctors are accused of a
crime, the loss of their jobs, the

disgrace and the loss of prestige
they encounter are “much heavi
er punishment than a prison sen
tence,” he said.
Doctors convicted of crimes
lose their licenses or are suspend
ed from practice and are “not
likely to commit the crime
again,” Swart said.

The alternatives to incarcer
ation, said Swart, are work pro
grams, restitution and communi

UNIVERSITY
LAKES

California Stereo Liquidators, Federal No. 95-3531037, will dis
pose of for a manufacturer's representative, their inventory surplus
of new stereo equipment. The items listed below will be sold on a
first-come first-served basis at. . Howard Johnson’s
1515 N.
1st St. (Conference Room) Jacksonville Beach 9:00 A. M. to 2.00 P. M.
Sunday, January 25,1981
Only while quantities last
5 Only AM/FM Cassette
Car Stereos, In Dash

Car Stereo In Dash

Stereos, Underdash

20 Only Cassette Car

Saunas, whirlpools, tennis court, pool,
club house, and laundry facilities.

**
***
**
*
**
**
**

•Licensed Gynecologists

Stereos, Underdash

Phone 641-1332

ABORTIONS
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS

•Individual Counseling

731-2755
BIRTH CONTROL CLINIC
•All Birth Control Methods
•Pap Smear
•Physical

All Women’s Health Center
4331 Univ. Blvd. S. (In Tropicana Center)

$159. $29 each

**
**
**

$19 each

$75

$25 each

$165

$59 each

30 Only AM/FM Cassette
Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

Way Speakers

$89

$29 pair

Speakers, Giant Mags

$119

$49 pair

For Car, High Wattage

$159

$39 each

23 Pair Only 2 Way Car
Speakers, Dual Cone

$49

$19

$225

$89 each

$225

$89 each

$89

$29 each

10 Only AM/FM in Dash
Cassettes For Small Cars

22 Only AM/FM Cassettes

$189 $59 each

For Car with Auto Reverse

27 Only Power Boosters

20 Pair Only Modular
4

Speakers Giant Mags

Disposal
Price

18 Only Graphic Equalizers
$69

32 Only AM/FM/8track
Car Stereos In Dash (Best)

22 Pair Only Coaxial Car

Value

20 Pair Only Triaxial Car

$139 $29 each

20 Only 8-Track Car

Beautiful Facilities:
11990 Beach Blvd.

Disposal
Price

5 Only AM/FM 8 Trk

Creative Recreational Program:

The prisons, said Swart, must
employ some type of “classifica
tion screening”. First time of
fenders should not be placed with
murderers and rapists, or we end
up manufacturing criminals in
our own prisons, he said.

PUBLIC NOTICE-STEREO LIQUIDATION

Value

APTS.
FROM $205

ty service. But work programs
are expensive and restitution and
community service must be bal
anced if used with punishment.

$179

$89 pair

For Stereo, High Wattage

ALL BRAND NEW MERCHANDISE WITH FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTIES!
Buy one or al! of the above quanties listed—The Public is Invited
VISA, MASTERCARD, CASH or PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOMED
ONE DAY ONLY Sun. Jan. 25th
ONLY WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!
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Involvement is FJC Downtown director’s theme
BY ROSE AQUINO LYLES
“Learn by doing,” says Bill
McFarland, director of Student
Activities at the Florida Junior
College Downtown Campus.
The versatile 50-year-old Mc
Farland has been teaching and
coaching for the past 26 years.
Ue began his career with FJC
as an admissions officer in Feb
ruary 1968. He advanced as an as
sociate registrar, director of ad
missions and became the director
of student activities three years
ago.
McFarland said the most ful
filling part of his job was the ini
tiation of the early admissions
and the accelerated high school
programs.

A student has early admission
status when he or she registers
while in the junior year of high
school. The senior year of high
school and the freshman year of
college are combined, thus allow
ing the student to complete two
years of his or her education in
one, McFarland said.
“However, they must have a
3.0 grade point average or bet
ter,” McFarland said.
The accelerated high school
program permits a non-high
school graduate to enroll at the
college under a status known as
“special student,” McFarland
said.
“It makes me feel good to
know that a program that I initi

ated is still in existence with the
college,” he said.
“For as long as I can remem
ber, I’ve always been one to ac
cept challenge,” he added.

“A person has to be on his toes
and sensitive to the needs of the
students here at downtown cam
pus,” he said.
“The most important issue
working with the students here is
the question of fairness,” he add
ed. “They all want to know if
they’re getting a fair shake.”
McFarland considers Murphy’s
Law the biggest headache he has
encountered in all of his life’s ex
periences — if something can go
wrong, it will.
“The philosophy that I try to
live by is best quoted by religious
writer Joseph Newton, ‘If we
learn how to give of ourselves, to
forgive others, and to live with
thanksgiving, we need not seek

The challenges McFarland
speaks of include driving classes
for widows over 55, swimming
classes for women over 25 that
were shy and had a morbid fear
of water, and ground instructor
for persons seeking their pilot’s li
cense.
McFarland describes his job
with FJC as unique.
“I have the opportunity to
work with a student body that
displays many lifestyles and cul
tures.”

happiness — it will seek us,”’ he
said.
“Because I like association and
communication, people are most
important to me.”
“I have always been a part of
something,” he added, “but I al
ways want to be involved in what
students are a part of. I feel com
fortable being able to help them
with their lives.”
McFarland leaves a last
thought for those people who
seem disinterested in the events
that are centered around them.
That message is “Get involved!”

“There are two kinds of peo
ple,” he said. “They are the
be’ers and the doers.

ACROSS
1 Servile
8 Rich or prominent
persons
14 Frequenter
15 Stuffed oneself
17 Classroom need
18 Experienced person
19 Big bundle
20 Knockout substance
22 Suffix: body
23 Basic Latin verb
24 Division of time
25 Insect egg
26 Ship of old
28 Be afraid of
30 Nota ----31 Old men
33 Musical pieces
35 Exploit
36 Tennis term
37 Disciplined and
austere
41 Radio or TV muff
45 Heap
46 Picture game
48 Designate
49 Mr, Gershwin
50 Part Of USAF
51 ----- - science
52 "Aha —— Honeymoon"
54 Aquatic manmal
56 ------- fide

57 Cotton cloth
59 Eating place
61 Certain movie
versions
62 Howl
63 Most sound
64 Men of Madrid
DOWN

1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
16
21
27
28
29

Affair
Fort or TV western
Edible mollusk
Workshop item
Mineral suffix
With 10-Down,
certainty
"Scarlet Letter"
character, et al.
Catholic devotion
periods
Assert
See 6-Down
Minerals
Rank above kniqht
Endurance
Relatives on the
mother's side
Garden tool
Sky-blue
Gloomy (poet-)
"Valley of the-----

30
32
34
37
38
39
40
41
42

Relay-race item
Common suffix
Prefix: new
House bug
"The ------ of
Penzance"
Tuscaloosa’s state
Most tidy
Agencies
Site of famous
observatory

43 Come forth
44-Payment returns
47 Computer term
53 "----- for A11
Seasons"
54 Individuals
55 Mark with lines
56 Heavy knife
58 Past president
60 Wine measure

a
V

I

a

National parents group says
programs lacking in child care

SALESPERSONS WANTED
for the Spinnaker
15% commission
Contact:
The Spinnaker
Bldg. 3/2401,646-2817

By MARCY NOLAN
If you're a working parent and
/or a student at the Unversity of
North Florida with school-age
children, there’s a good chance
you’ve missed out on some of the
fun of parenting.
Many school systems seem
oblivious to the fact that parents
are not available for school
events, visits or conferences.
School hours were once estab
lished according to community
needs but now seem bent on mak
ing the task of being a parent one
more pit stop on the mad dash
through daily chores.
This was the conslusion of the
National Committee for Citizens
in Education (NCCE), a private,
non-profit organization that
works as an advocacy group for
parents, after it conducted a na
tional study of working parents
and their opinions of the schools
their children attended.
The majority of the parents
who participated in the study
(there were over 1500 responses)
worked outside the home or were
students themselves, and the ma

jority of the children were in ele
mentary school.
This clearly illustrates a need
that should be reckoned with and
the NCCE study found that many
parents already came up with
some ideas that worked for them
and for the school systems.
Phyllis L. Clay, director of
NCCE’s Single Parents, reported
to the NCCE’s Public Schools
Project Committee on some of
the projects already implement
ed:
• Before- and after-school care
for children. There is a lack of
day care for school-age children
for working parents. More facili
ties are needed outside school
hours.
• Home-to-school communica
tion. Clay stressed how important
it is for schools to communicate
with working parents.
Schools should be sensitive to a
working parent’s difficulties in
taking time off from work or, in a
student’s case, cutting one or
more classes to attend daytime
conferences at school.

In Montgomery County, Mary
land, a large number of the par
ents are government workers
(this county is close to Washing
ton, DC), and the schools try to
schedule open house to coincide
with federal holidays.
In Jacksonville these are al
ways on week nights and many
parents cannot attend due to con
flicting schedules.
In the NCCE study, parents
mentioned before- and after
school care as a hassle they as
sumed they would have to live
with.
Clay recommended that
groups of like-minded parents be
organized and present the school
systems with a plan that both
sides can work with.
Anyone wishing more specific
information about NCCE can
write to:
Phyllis L. Clay, Associate,
Suite 410 Wilde Lake Village
Green, Columbia, MD, 21044
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clAssifiEd Ads
HELP WANTED
Earn up to $1000 or more for a
few evenings work. No selling.
Just hang posters on your cam
pus advertising our half-price
tours of Europe. For details,
write: TRAVEL STUDY INTER
NATIONAL, 2030 East 4800 South,
Suite 101, Salt Lake City, UT 84117.
Wanted: The Academic Enrich
ment and Skills Center is accept
ing applications for the Winter
Quarter 1981 from students who
are interested in tutoring the fol
lowing courses: FIN 3483, QMB
4600, COC 3305, PSY 3004, PSY
3214, APB 3202, APB 3292, and all
accounting courses. Tutors must
have successfully completed the
course to be tutored. In addition,
they must be in good academic
standing, have a cumulative GPA
of 3.0 or higher, receive depart
mental approval, and be avail
able to tutor a minimum of three
hours per week. For further in
formation, salary rates, and ap
plications, contact Joan S. Hart
(BLDG. 001, ROOM 1529,
646-2766).

Pecan Dinning Set with china
cabinet and 8 chairs, rattan table,
L- shaped desk, king size Sealy Posturepedic bed, bookcases,
lane cedar chest, brass fireplace
tools, zig - zag sewing machine,
set of dishes, assorted household
items. Moving Jan. 30. Phone
384-0271.
1969 Norton Atlas, Cafe style, new
chain, nines, paint, custom seat
$700 1-821-9619
Graduation Gown & Cap. Size 58
(5’8”) used once $8
772-6235 after 5

Large Home in
Neptune Beach

249-4723

Antique Coca-Cola vending ma
chine; mint condition, make an
offer. Call 646-2722.
1973 Ford Grand Torino. Excel
lent condition, power steering,
breaks, air radio. New tires. Ask
for Granny or Clint, 284-5438.
1980 CM 400T. 2400 miles, no equi
ty, assume balance. Excellent
condition. Call 282-4964.
Childrens’ Playhouse, large
enough for an adult to stand up,
built in table and benches. Per
fect Christmas gift. Call 731-3087,
Children's Schwinn Bikes Girl's
Sting-Ray 17” $30 Boy’s Sting-Ray
5 spd $40.
1981 Zenith 5 hour “video direrec
tor” VCR 14 day programmable 2 mode speed search - stop action
- remote controlled - 5 Tapes $750

WANTED
Full size mattress & box springs.
Call 725-6643; after 6 PM or week
ends.
Would like to buy a waterbed
heater. Call 721-3041 after 6 PM or
weekends.
Roommate to share 3 Br. house
in Sandalwood; $150/mo. plus util
ities call Rex at 642-1454.
Female roommate or roommates
to share apartment with JU stu
dent. Call Darlene, 398-0201.
Wanted: Hand-made oriental
rugs - any size. Call 398-7678 or
356-8614.
Car pool, Arlington area, daily,
work hours 8:30 to 5:00 call Mari
lyn ext. 2875.
Wanted: Car pool from Arlington
to UNF. Monday and Wednesday
only! Call 743-5709 anytime.
Old Conan Comics: All “Savage
Tales” & early “Savage Sword”
also any Conan comics or maga
zines in good - mint condition.
Call 388-8508 in evenings and ask
for Jim.
Female roommate to share ex
penses on large 2Br., 2Ba apt. at
Regency Lakes. 2 pools, sauna,
attractive and convenient to Re
gency Square and UNF. Prefer
light smoker, $100 a month plus
utilities. Call Bob 646-2935, 9 to
4pm. 724-9315.
Help: I need wooden bookshelves
- min. 30 lin. ft. - in at least fair
condition for reasonable price.
Call Fred 737-2958, 355-0835.

Smith & Wesson Model 29, .44
mag. 6 in. bbl., like new, in box,
FOR RENT
with 70 rounds. $350 Call 398-8936
after 8:30pm.
2 cu.ft. Juliette Refrigerator $50
FOR RENT 2 Br., 2 Ba. ideal for
Call 771-4224 after 3pm.
roommates. Tennis, volleyball &
66” Cypress Garden’s Tech 1
2 pools with planned social activi
Competition slalom ski & case,
ties. $265. Windsong Apts. 7200
good condition. Call Duane
Powers Ave. 737-4950.
Ocean Front Rental Perched
781-4202 or leave message.
atop the dune, directly on the
77 Chevrolet Nova 38,000 miles,
HELP WANTED: Advertising small V-8, good tires, one owner,
ocean in South Ponte Vedra
positions open on the staff of the 3,150. Call 268-7367 or 396-6959,
Beach, this attractive duplex is
Spinnaker.Call Jim Owens at Fred or Judy.
available on an annual lease for
646-2817. Gain valuable exper Vivitar Camera outfit SLR with
$500 per month. Ideal for one or
ience and 15 percent commission. 50mm, 28mm, 200mm, and tele X
two people, furnished or unfurn
ished. Contact Bruce Gutknecht,
converter lens plus flash $350 or
Need people to help crew on hot
646-2764.
best offer. 724-1743
air balloon. If interested leave
Furnished 2 Br. Neptune Beach,
Used
Gemeinhardt
Flute
(like
name and number at Spinnaker
wall to wall carpet, paid water
new) and case. Closed hole $175.
office. Bldg. 3/2401.
heater. 1 1/2 Blk from ocean.
Music stand - $500. Call 731-4571
Spinnaker is looking for qualified
$260/month. Call 389-4616.
after 5pm.
people as news editor and circu
lation manager. For information
Call 646-2817/2727 or come by the
SERVICES
Spinnaker office Bldg. 3/2401.
Something special coming up in
the near future! Need a responsi
Piano lessons - Arlington area
ble person to house sit, dog sit or
call Mrs. Baytan. All levels, recit
cat sit a favorite pet, or the fam
al once per year. 743-0682.
ily child. Call anytime 743-5709.
ALUMINUM SCREENS &
C.A.T.V. Production - production
DOORS made and repaired. Qual
crew and talent needed for UNF
ity work at reasonable prices.
production - no experience neces
Wallace McNelley, 246-9248.
sary. Possible college credit. Con
tact Michael Pounds, 646-2572 or
646-2580.
Classified Ads are free to UNF/FJC students, faculty
and staff. Rates for others; 10 cents a word.

Classified Ads
Bring Results

FOR SALE
Cedar Bedroom furniture light
pieces (2 large mirrors) included
and 2 straight chairs) Call
641-7538 after 8:30 p.m.
55 Gallon metal drums in good
shape. Also 20 gage pump shot
gun. Call 249-2928.
HONDA CUSTOM
1980 Honda cm 400T
55 mpg, low milage, only 7
months old. Excellent condition.
Adjustable backrest, luggage
rack, Hwy pegs. Raingear, cover,
two helmets. Must sell, $1700. Call
388-8508.
Honda Express
100 mpg.
1980 Honda Express has no ped
als, it’s automatic and has lights
blinkers and double rear baskets.
0-30 quick. Call 388-8508.
100 Gallon fuel oil tank excellent
condition. Call 384-3991

CLASSIFIED AD FORM

NAME__________________________________________
PHONE
DATE
Circle One:

AD

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

WANTED

PERSONAL

Term Papers Typed; Dbl spaced
elite $1 per page. Fast and Easy
pick-up and delivery. No fuss!
Term papers, short assignments,
resumes too! (I will edit for ex
tra) Call Diane 285-2793.
Art lessons learn to draw and
paint. Beginners and Intermedi
ates taught by a graduate stu
dent. Call C. Cliff 641-2293.
Organizations When in need of
operating dollars call us for the
right fund raising progect. No in
vestment required. Call 743-4172.
Professional Typing: (resumes,
term & research papers, theses,
dissertations) Copying, Quality
work, fast service. Business &
Secretarial Service Inc. Orange
Park, 264-8057.

Surrency’s Bookstore
Buy - Sell - Trade.
Out of print Search Service.
Discount to students, faculty,
staff.
1508 King St. 384-9513
Banjo Lessons Learn to pick and
grin. Beginning and intermediate
5-string Banjo lessons taught by
experienced player. Call Lenny
765-0103. First lesson Free.
Personalize The Year Have your
own 8X10 1981 Calendar made
from any 35mm negative B&W
$3.00, Color $4.00. Call 241-3929 af
ter 5pm.
Need Transportation - We ar
range low cost flights daily to
many cities by letting you share
expenses with private pilots.
Ideal for visiting friends or rel
atives. Call 721-0813.
Let a Ph.d in English type, edit
your papers. IBM selectric, $1.00
per page double spaced. 241-3702.
“Receive 35 different money
making publications” send
stamped addressed envelope.
9926 Beach blvd. Suite #108. Jax,
FL. 32216
CB & Amateur Radio sales & ser
vice, free pick-up & delivery to
UNF/FJC, FCC licensed, 783-3880
evenings
SERVICES: Tutoring: English
composition and writing. Pick
wick Park — Mandarin area Call
731-3369.
SERVICES: TutoringTranslating: French language
Pickwick Park — Mandarin area
Call 731-3369
Professional typing and resumes
Quick service. Reasonable. No
appointments necessary. South
eastern Executive Service.2256
Gulf Life Tower or call 399-1547
or 2407 Independent Sq. 355-8212

PERSONAL
Would like to form car pool on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
westside of town. Call Jimmy
771-3057

If you are an adopted female
born on 11-22-62 and wish to know
more about your origins please
646-2817
send any information you may
RETURN TO BLDG.3, ROOM 2401
have to F. Rubin 34-44 28th St.
Long Island City. N.Y. 11106
-------------------------------------------- ___________________----- —

